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in door opening solutions.

Unimille
Flexible coin lock for lockers



Areas of use
ASSA’s new coin lock series, Unimille, is the perfect solution 
for any location requiring temporary, safe storage of belong-
ings. Examples include storage of clothing and valuables at 
gyms and public pools, theatres, hospitals, libraries, stores or 
bus and train stations.

Properties
We developed the Unimille series with security, flexibility, 
design and performance in mind. The materials and design 
are specially intended to suit humid, corrosive environ-
ments. The locks are fitted with a sturdy hook bolt, which 
ensures extra strength in the connection between door and 
frame. The lock can be adapted for most coins used in the 
world.

The ASSA Unimille series comes in seven basic versions. You 
can also choose between two levels of security of the lock 
cylinder, resulting in a total of 14 different versions. Perfect 
for any situation. And of course the lock is available for right 
and left-hung doors.

Variant A has a coin slot. when the correct coin is deposited 
the lock becomes operational allowing key removal. The 
coin is automatically returned when the lock is opened.
Another option here is to fit the lock with a coin box that 
collects the coin on unlocking, meaning that the user pays a 
small fee for the use of the locker.

Variant B has two coin slots, but only one is needed for ac-
cess to the locker. This way, the user can choose to deposit, 
say, £1 or 1 Euro coin, making the lock more user friendly. 
Other coinages are of course available. Ideal in border areas 
between countries. A coin box is also an option for version B.

Variant C has two coin slots and both coins are required for 
access to the locker. This larger deposit reduces the risk of 
keys “walking off.” Like the A and B versions, you can choose 
to install a coin box.

Variant D is always fitted with a coin box. The user inserts 
two coins and can then open and close the locker an unli-
mited number of times without putting in additional coins. 
When the user leaves the locker for good, he or she presses 
the (R)eturn button and receives one coin in return, while 
the other drops into the coin box as payment.

Variant A Variant B Variant C Variant D

Unimille – Flexible coin lock for lockers



Security levels, cylinders
The ASSA Unimille is always delivered with interchangeable 
cylinders. This provides several advantages – for example, 
you can easily replace the cylinder of a coin lock if the key 
should disappear. 
Locks are always supplied under a master key with a choice 
of cylinders as shown below, dependant on customer requi-
rements and security concerns.

ASSA 6-pin cylinders offer a medium level of security with 
a large number of possible combinations. The high-quality 
cylinder is very reliable in all types of environments.                                         

The ASSA Desmo is a patented top-security lock cylinder. It 
offers an extremely large number of combinations, allowing 
you to build very large lock systems with it. Keys can only be 
copied at the factory, minimizing the risk of illicit copying. 
There are currently no known methods of manipulating 
the ASSA Desmo cylinder. Its design ensures that the key is 
extremely strong.

The “penalty” function
The penalty function prevents users from “keeping” their 
locker by not returning the key after use.
If you chose the Desmo cylinder for your Unimille lock, the 
penalty function is standard.

The lock owner has a special key that empties the deposit 
(the coin) from the lock, resetting locks in which the key was 
not returned. The person who kept the key must insert a new 
deposit when he/she returns to the locker in order to keep 
using it.

This function is standard on locks with the Desmo cylinder 
and is available as an option on the 6-pin cylinder.

ASSA 8460 ASSA 8950 Desmo

Other properties 
• Adjustable to different coinage.
• Automatic coin reject.
• All coin boxes in the same system have  
 the same access lock.



ASSA ABLOY, the global leader
in door opening solutions,  
dedicated to satisfying end-user 
needs for security, safety and 
convenience.
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